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1. Introduction. The study of integral invariants was initiated by H.

Poincaré in connection with some important problems in dynamics in his

memorable prize memoir t on the three-body problem. S. Lie§ showed that the

subject of integral invariants is closely connected with his theories of

differential invariants of continuous groups of transformations. More

recently Goursat and Cartan in taking up the subject from Poincaré's

point of view have made important contributions; and in their respective

books Leçons sur le Problème de Pfaff and Leçons sur les Invariants Intégraux

they have connected their results with the Pfaffian problem and its generali-

zations.

A multiple integral extended over an r-dimensional manifold in « dimen-

sions depends for its value on the r-dimensional manifold and its sense, ||

and in general on the parametric representation of the manifold. If one

fixes the sense of the manifold and if the multiple integral remains invariant^

in value for an arbitrary change of parameters, then the multiple integral

will depend only on the r-dimensional manifold for its value. In other words,

such a multiple integral is a functional of r-dimensional manifolds ; and hence

Poincaré's and Cartan's integral invariants are additive functional invariants.

Taking cognizance of this point of view, one naturally inquires as to the

* Presented to the Society under a somewhat different title on January 1,1926, except the results

of §2 which were presented to the Society on March 1, 1924. This paper was received by the editors

in September, 1926.

t National Research Fellow in Mathematics.

X Acta Mathematica, vol. 12 (1890). For a more complete exposition see his Méthodes Nouvelles

de la Mécanique Céleste, vol. III.

§ Die Theorie der Integralinvarianten ist ein Corollar der Theorie der Differentialinvarianttn,

Berichte der Sächsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 1897, pp. 342-357.

|| Cf. Philip Franklin, Multiple integrals in n-space, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 24 (1922-

1923), pp. 213-226. See also Georges Giraud, Le problème deDirichlet généralisé, Annales de l'École

Normale Supérieure, January, 1926.

1f We note here that some of Lie's work on integral invariants (especially with respect to infinite

continuous groups) has reference to such an invariance. Such types of integral invariants are also

found in works on tensor analysis. Cf. Weitzenböck, Invariantentheorie, chapter XIV; and E.

Noether, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1918.
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possibility of considering invariant functionals which are not necessarily

additive. This paper is concerned with such generalizations of the Poincarê and

Cartan integral invariant.

In the first part of the paper we consider first functionals of closed plane

curves that have a normal variation and that admit a one-parameter group

of the plane. It is found that such invariant functionals are solutions of

functional equations with functional derivatives. To get explicit solutions

of our problems we assume our functionals to be expansible in a series each

term of which is a repeated area integral. It is easy to extend this reasoning

to the case of corresponding expansions of functionals of closed (» —1)-

dimensional manifolds in « dimensions ; but the case of functionals of closed

space curves requires special considerations. The problem reduces to the

solution of a functional equation with functional fluxes. I then indicate

briefly what type of functional expansions could be used to solve the

equations.

In the second part of the paper certain tensors that depend on i points

in space are discussed. Then we consider the invariant theory, under one-

parameter groups, of functionals 7¿ having the form of an ¿-tuply repeated

r-dimensional integral* (see expression (5.4)). In this part of the paper we

do not restrict the invariance with respect to closed manifolds only, exception

being taken of § 11. In generalizing Goursat's notion of integral invariants

attached to the trajectories of a system of differential equations, we are led

to a generalization of Cartan's complete integral invariant. One of the most

interesting theorems of the paper is that of § 12, which shows the impossi-

bility in general of stepping from a generalized Poincarê integral invariant

to a generalized Cartan complete integral invariant.

At the end of the paper certain results are given on functional invariants

of j-parameter groups. I propose to make a more complete study of func-

tional invariants of s-parameter groups elsewhere.

There are a number of problems that one may well consider in studying

the functional invariants of this paper. For example, the generalization of

the Pfaffian problem by means of non-additive functionals offers such a possi-

bility. It is my intention to consider such problems in other papers.

Throughout the whole paper we shall assume without statement, or with

slight statement, the necessary continuity, differentiability, analyticity and

* It is only a matter of calculation to show that the invariant theory of the functional ¿~^ "_o/¿

is merely the invariant theory of the representative term. This can be shown by considering an

obvious generalization of the lemma of §2. For the sake of brevity we make our calculations only for

a representative term Ii.
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uniformity properties of our functions in a certain finite region A in which

we shall work.

Part I

2. Invariant functionals of closed plane curves.* We consider a one-

parameter continuous group of transformations defined by the system

of differential equations

dx dy
(2.1) -= —¿— = iT,

£(M)      r,(M)

In (2.1) M denotes a point in the plane and r denotes the parameter of

the group. We shall assume without any further statement that the functions

£ and 77 are real analytic functions of x and y in a certain domain A. We

further assume that £ and 17 remain finite in A and do not vanish simulta-

neously in A.

Let &[C] be a continuous functional of closed plane curves possessing

a normal functional derivative <£„' [C/M ], taken at a point M on C, uniformly

continuous in C and M. We assume in this paragraph that we are dealing

with such functionals $[C] which have a variation of the form

(2.2) 8$[C] =   \^[C/M]ôn(M)ds.

(In (2.2) Ô«(M) stands for the variation of the normal to C at the point

M on C and ds is the element of arc length of C. We shall make the convention

that the outer direction of the normal is positive.

We proceed to prove a lemma which we shall find useful in our subsequent

discussion.

Lemma.  If F[C] is a functional of closed curves possessing a development

(2.3) F[C] = /<»> +   ¿ —  f   f {f^(Mi,Ms, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi)dcridas - - -da,-
¿«1 7! J, J,       J<,

(<)

(a is the area within C and dah is the element of area at a point Mh) with

\f«\Mi,Ms, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi) I < iC

* The analysis given in this paragraph can be extended easily to the case of corresponding in-

variant problems of functionals of closed (n—l)-dimensional manifolds in n dimensions. For an

abstract of most of the results of §2 see the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 11

(1925), pp. 98-101.
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a»o*/(i)(Mi, Mt, ■ • ■ , Mi) symmetric* and continuous in all its i arguments

Mi to Mi, then a necessary and sufficient condition that

(2.4) F[C]-0

for all closed curves is that

(2.5) /»> = 0,   fW(MuMt, ■ ■ ■ ,M<) = 0   (i = 1,2,3, • • •)•

Since the normal functional derivatives of all orders of (2.3) exist and

are continuous, it follows from the hypothesis (2.4) that all the functional

derivatives of F[C] must vanish. Letting cr shrink indefinitely, we get as a

necessary consequence

/<« = 0.

Taking the first functional derivative of (2.4) at the point Mi, and letting

a shrink indefinitely we get

/("(Mi) =- 0.

On following such a process of functional differentiations followed by

letting a shrink indefinitely, we find

fW(Mi,Mt, ■ ■ • ,M.) = 0 (i = 1,2,3, • • • ).

A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional <&[C] admit the

group (2.1) is that its variation vanish identically in virtue of (2.1). Since

along the path curves of (2.1) we have

(2.6) 8n(M) = [£(M) cos (x,m) + V(M) cos (y,n)]dr,

this condition becomes

(2.7) f $„' [C/M][t(M) cos (x,n) + V(M) cos (y,n)]ds = 0
Jc

for all closed curves C.

We can write equation (2.7) in the equivalent form

(2.8) ^[C/M]=A[C/M]

where A[C/M] is a giv^n arbitrary functional satisfying the functional

equation

(2.9) Í A[C/M][Ç(M) cos (x,«) + v(M) cos (y,n)] ds = 0.
Jc

* This is no essential restriction, as by a process of symmetrization we can put the functional in

such a form.
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The integrability conditions* for the functional equation (2.8) can be

stated in terms of the notion of an adjoint functional as follows.

A necessary and sufficient condition that (2.8) be integrable is that

ôA [C/M] be a self-adjoint functional of S«. We may proceed now and show

that there always exists an infinitude of functionals A [C/M] that satisfy

(2.9) and satisfy the integrability conditions for (2.8) identically. Hence

there would always be solutions for a Cauchy problem for (2.8). Instead of

following such a general argument, however, we shall assume an explicit

expansion for "3?[C] and impose the conditions that such a <£[C] satisfy

the equation (2.7).

Assume then that we are considering functionals i»[C] developable in

an expansion

(2.10) *<« +   E — f   f ftf,^(Mi,Ms, ■ ■ ■ ,M()do-idcs • • • da,
i=l   l\  J ,  J«    .      J <t

(«)

where <p(i)(Mi, M2, • •• , Mi) is symmetric in all the i points Mi to Mi and

possesses continuous first partial derivatives, and

|«(i)| < K.

We shall demonstrate the following theorem.

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional <&[C]

possessing a development (2.10) admit the group of transformations defined

by (2.1) is that each cpli)(Mi, ■ ■ • , M¡) satisfy the corresponding partial

differential equation

dtb«KMi, ■ ■ ■ ,M<) ,_ % dtb^(Mi, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi)
i ¡KM,
i-l   \

(2.11)      22< i(M,) -'—^- + n(M,)
dx¡ dy¡

rdZ(Mi)        dri(Mj)-\)
+ cp«KMi, ■ ■ ■ ,M<)\ -^- + -¡^   1=0.

L    oxj dy,    J1

To prove this theorem we make use of the evident relations

'du
I u(M) cos (x,n)ds = I —da,

Jc J,dx

I v(M) cos (y,n)ds = I —da.
Jc J*dy

(2.12)
*dv

* Cf. G. C. Evans, The Cambridge Colloquium, pp. 20-23.
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By a direct calculation* we have

$„' [C/M] = 4>w(M)

+ E —  f   f fci(i+1)(M,Mi, • • • ,M,)d<rxdat ■ • • dat.
i-l  l ! J,  Jc  (¿)     J*

Hence condition (2.7) becomes

d(bi(+1}(M,Mx, ■ ■ ■ ,Mt)t(M)

i_0   i ! Je   Je J<rl_ dx'(.+ 1)

(2.14)
d<Mi+1)(M,Mi, • • • ,Mi)v(M)-]

-\-\do daxd(Ti • • • da-i = 0
dy J

for all closed curves C.

On symmetrizing the integrands without changing the values of the

integrations and on renaming the subscripts, condition (2.14) becomes

¿-U7-"JL¿{
i_l   I'.   J,   J,   (¡)       J e\-   i-l    \

dl(M,W»(Mi, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi)

dxj

(2.15)
dv(M,)^(Mx, -•• ,M..V

H-} \do-x ■ • ■ aui = 0.
dy,-

'}}

Hence by our lemma, a necessary and sufficient condition that (2.15)

hold is thatf

Á raj(Jif)»w(tfi, ■•• ,Mj)    dr,(MiW>(Mi, ••• ,M,)-j = o

i-i L óx¡ 3y,- J

(»- 1,2, •••)■

Our theorem therefore follows readily.

From the form of the equations (2.11) it is clear that if ^(Mx, • • • , M<)

is a solution then ^(M¡, ■ • ■ , Mr) is also a solution, where Mi, • • • , Mr is

any permutation of Mi, • • • , M,-. Hence there always exist symmetric

functions of Mi, • • ■ , M¿ that satisfy equation (2.11). Thus there always

exist functionals of closed plane curves of form (2.10) admitting a given

arbitrary continuous one-parameter group of transformations (2.1).

* Functional differentiations and integrations term by term are valid since the series involved

are uniformlyt convergent.

t We note hat this condition affirms the invariance of each term of (2.10).
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We shall prove the following theorem which will give information as to

the most general functional invariant of type (2.10).

Theorem 2. If

(2.17) *[C] = ¿o(0> + £ —  f   f f<Pow (Mi, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi)dai ■ ■ ■ da(
i-l   t!  •/»  Jc  (i)       J»

is a functional admitting the group of transformations (2.1) and if I{i)(Mi,

■ • ■ , Mi) is the most general symmetric function of Mi, • ■ ■ , Mi which admits

the ith cogrediently extended group of transformations (2.1), then the most general

functional of type (2.10) admitting the group of transformations (2.1) can be

written as

*[C]-$

(2.18)

+   X —  f   f f/(<)(^i, • • • ,Mi)*é*(Mi, ■ ■ ■ ,M,)dai    -dai
,«1   i! Je J , (j)     •/»

(tp\¿ being an arbitrary constant).

Let ypli)(Mi, • • • , Af.) be the representative integrand in the most general

functional invariant; then by our hypothesis the following equations are

satisfied:

(2.19)

Z  i(Mi)-l— + v(M,) -f- + *„«> \ -^ + -^-^- \\ = o,
i-i L ox,- By j \   dx, by j    ) J

¿ r^isü+,(Mi) sf.+,„, iisw+*p> ri. 0.
i-i L dx,- dy,- I    dxj dy,-    ) J

Hence it follows that ^(<)/</>o(0 is an invariant function of the ith cogredi-

ently extended group (2.1). Conversely, one can verify readUy that if

^(<)/0o(<> is an invariant then the functions ypw will form an invariant func-

tional.  The theorem foUows therefore readUy.

In order to get necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of

a functional derivative we shall need to study the invariance of functionals

$[C/Af ] depending in particular on a point* M on the curve.

We assume that the variation of a functional $ [C/M] has the form

.   ,    .     d$[C/M] d*[C/M] C     ,   ,
(2.20) b$[C/M] =-——-Sx -\-——-Sy+  |*ni' [C/M ,Mx\bn(Mx)dsi.

dx dy Jc

* The point M of course being itself subject to the groups of transformations (2.1).
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A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional $[C/M] with a

variation of the form (2.20) admit the group of transformations (2.1) is

that $[C/M] satisfy the functional equation

d*lC/Mli„,       à*[C/M]  f^-£(M)   H---Ij(M)
¿>x dy

(2.21)

+    f *-,' [C/M,Mi][f(Mi) cos(xi,«i) +v(Mx) cos (yx,nx)]dsx = 0.
Jc

For an explicit solution of our problem we assume $ [C/M] to be develop-

able in an expansion

*[C/M] = <f>«»(M)

+ ¿—  f   f /V'>(M,Mi, • ■ • ,Mi)d(rx-do{,
,_1    t!   Je   Je (Ö     «/<r

where <£(<)(M, Mi, ■ • ■ , M¿) is symmetric in the points Mi, Mt, ■ ■ • , M,-;

possesses continuous first partial derivatives; and

On going through a similar analysis to the one used in deriving conditions

for the invariance of a functional $[C] of type (2.10) the truth of the

following theorem can be verified.

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional $ [C/M]

possessing a development (2.22) admit the group of transformations defined by

(2.1) is that each </>(i,(M, Mi, •• • , M<) satisfy the corresponding partial

differential equation

d<p™(M,Mx, ■ • ■ ,Mt) d(b^(M,Mx, ■   ■ ,Mi)
£(M)-h v(M)-

dx dy

'   T    u   3^(M,M„.    • ,Mi)   ,    t_J^(M,Mx,-    ■ ,Mi)(2.23)  +   £   KM,) '    l'-L_li + ,(M.).

i-i L dXj 3y,

(d^M,)       dr,(Mj))-\
+ ««>(M Mi. ■■■,Mi)\^-^- + -^-^-\    =0(1-0,1,2, • ■•)■

1    dXj ay,-    )a

On comparing the conditions for the invariance of a functional $[C]

of type (2.10) and its normal functional derivatives* <!>„' [C/M] we find that

the following conditions have to be imposed on the group (2.1):

* Such a functional will have the form (2.22) in which all the integrands will be symmetric func-

tions of all their point arguments.
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d&M)        dri(M)
(2.24) _i^ + _^ = 0.

dx dy

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that the normal functional

derivative $„' [C/M] of a functional <p[C] with a development (2.10) which

admits the group (2.1) be itself invariant of (2.1) is that the group (2.1)

be area preserving.

3. Invariant functionals of closed space curves. The theory given in the

preceding paragraph, although directly extensible to functionals of closed

surfaces in space, is not amenable to a discussion of functionals of closed

curves in space. We shall see, however, that the invariant theory of a certain

large class of functionals of closed space curves involves the invariant theory

of functionals of closed plane curves as a special case.

Let FI [C/t], F i [C/t], FI [C/t] be the functional derivatives along the

x, y and z directions respectively of a functional F[C] of closed space curves

C. These functional derivatives are taken at a point M on the curve C

having / as the corresponding value of the parameter that defines the po-

sition of a point on the curve.

We shall deal with functionals whose variation* is given by

(3.1) SF[C] =   f [Fl [C/t]8x(t) + F¿ [C/t]&y(t) + Fi [C/t)ôz(t)}dt.
Je

From the well known identity

(3.2) Fldx + F¿dy+Fídz = Q

that holds along the curves C, Volterra deduced the existence of a functional

quantity V (called the flux of the functional F[C] by Paul Levy) with com-

ponents Vx, Vy, Vz.

In terms of the functional flux Vr\ the variation (3.1) takes the form

(3.3) SF[C) =    (
J c

dx   dy   dz

ôx   by   8z

vt  Vv   V,

Consider a one-parameter group of transformations

dx dy dz
(3.4) -=-— =-= dr.

&M)        v(M)        f(M)

* Cf. Volterra, Acta Mathematica, vol. 12, pp. 237-244.   See also Evans, The Cambridge

Colloquium, Part I, pp. 8-12, and Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, pp. 286-287.

t It is easy to see that the functional flux is essentially an alternating covariant tensor.
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A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional F[C] of closed

space curves admit a one-parameter group (3.4) is that its functional flux

V satisfy the functional equation

dx   dy   dz

(3.5) X£     v

Vx   V.y      v z

= 0.

We note that in the special case in which the curves C are plane, we can

take the xy plane as that of the curves C. Then if we take one-parameter

groups (2.1) in that plane, we are led immediately to the functional equation

(2.7).
To get an explicit solution of the functional equation (3.5) we can assume

that our functional F [C] is of the form

(3.6) c6o+¿— f   (*•••  f*»,,..i(Mx,Mt, ••• ,Mt)doidot-dot.
i-l   I-   Je   Je Je

In (3.6), (po is a constant;

(bnt(Mx) = px,(Mx) cos (xi,«i) + pVl(Mx) cos (yi,«i)

+ i„(Mx) cos(zi,«i),

<t>nin,(MX,M2)  = pXlx,(MX,Mi) COs(xi,«i)'COS (X2,«2)

+ ^s,ji,(Af 1,-^2) cos(xi,«i)*cos(y2,«2)

(3.7) -(- pXiZ,(Mx,Mi) cos (xi,«i)«cos (zi,n2)

+ Py,x,(Mx,Mi)cos (yi,«i)-cos (x2,M2)

+ i'yiv,(Mx,Mi) cos (yi,»i)«cos (y2,»2)

+ ^»,«,(Mi,M2) cos (yx,nx) -cos (z2,«2)

+ }l/t,z,(Mx,M2) cos (zi,»i)«cos (xî,«2)

+ iA,lV,(M1,M2)cos (zi,«i)«cos (y2,»2)

+ p*t„(Mx, M2) cos (zi, «1) • cos (z2, »2),

Furthermore, er is the area of a surface capping the closed curve C.

The functional (3.6) will depend only on the closed curve C if*

* Cf. Cornelia Fabri, So^ra alcune propriété generali dellefunzioni che dipendono da altrefunzioni

e da linee, Atti della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, vol. 25, pp. 671.
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fyx, dpVl       dp,,

dxi dyi        dzi

#*.*, fy*,v,      fy*,*,
_          T "T"                         0,
dx2 dy2          dzs

(3.8)
#vi*. #■>.»,        #W,

dx2 dy2          dz2

#«i*i #«.vi   ,   #«i«i _ .
1 "T~                  — ",

d*2 dy2          dz2

In (3.6) we have assumed, without any loss of generality, that

pXlx,(Mi,Ms) = ^xXMüjMi),

*Pv,Vt(Mi,Ms) = t»a,(Mt,Mi),

P„A,(Mi,M2) =pZltl(M2,Mx),

(3.9) pXlV,(Mx,Ms) = pVlXl(M2,Mi),

ypxlH(Mi,Ms) = ^,1x,(M2,Mi),

^Vll,(Mi,M2) = ^lVl(M2,Mi),

We are now in a position to solve the functional equation (3.5) by methods

analogous to those given in § 2. The detailed derivation of conditions

corresponding to (2.11) entails lengthy calculations. It is here that the

tensor analysis enters most appropriately. In fact for functionals* of closed

r-dimensional manifolds in « dimensions, tensor considerations are a practical

necessity.

Part II

4. Tensors whose components depend on i points. In most textbooks

and papers dealing with tensor analysis a tensor is defined as a set of

quantities having the following transformation lawf under an arbitrary

* Cf. §11, Part II of this paper.

t From now on a repetition of a Greek letter index in a term will indicate summation from 1 to »

unless otherwise stated.
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analytic coordinate transformation (x) to (x) with non-vanishing jacobian:

_ „ , dxv  dx* dx* dx" dxß dx'
(4.1)       Tf ■ ■ ■'(x) = T1'-■ ■ KAx)—

dxx   dx" dx'   dx* dx* dx'

Each component of the tensor T in (4.1) is assumed in general to be a point

function. More recently Paul Dienes* has studied tensors whose components

depend also on a curve in connection with the non-integrable cases of Levi-

Civita's equations of infinitesimal parallelism. More generally, there are

tensors whose components depend also on r-dimensional manifolds in »

dimensions. Such for example is the case in the fluxf of a non-additive

functional of closed r-dimensional manifolds in n dimensions. Such a flux

is essentially a covariant tensor of rank r+1 whose components are func-

tional of the closed r-dimensional manifolds depending on a variable point

on the manifold.

In the functional invariant theories which I propose to develop now, there

occur expressions whose components are functions of i points of the same

»-dimensional space. Let (x*1, xk2, ■ ■ ■ , xkn ) be the coordinates of a point

Mk in a coordinate system x of an «-dimensional space. Consider an analytic

transformation of coordinates x to x with non-vanishing jacobian. A set of

quantities

(4.2) t[ ; ; -•;•.•/:••.•.••;•. •;.;(Mi,m2, ■■■ ,m¿

whose law of transformation under the ith cogrediently extended group of

analytic transformations is

(4.3)  Ta:::ü:::£::::r::::(BuV*,■■■ ,m,)

dxxa           dxf dx# dxé
= Tr •••'■«■• ■«.■••.'•" "(Mi, M2, ■■■ , Mo— •-• —:

dx) dx? dxxb dxx« dx? dx?

dx1 dx? dx¿ dxi' dxr dx?'

* Paul Dienes, Sur la structure mathématique du calcul tensoriel, Journal de Mathématiques,

1924.
t Volterra's work on functionals of r-dimensional manifolds can be considerably simplified

and enriched by such a tensor point of view. I hope to take up this study in later papers.
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wUl be termed a multiple tensor*. We shall speak of the covariant or contra-

variant rank of such a multiple tensor with respect to each point M*. For

example, the multiple tensor (4.2) with respect to the point M2 is covariant

with a rank equal to the number of indices y to 5 and contravariant with a

rank equal to the number of indices 6 to k.

It is clear from our definition of a multiple tensor that most of the laws

of the ordinary tensor algebra can be extended to our case. For example,

we shall find useful the following three properties :

(I) If all the components of a multiple tensor vanish identically in a

particular coordinate system, they vanish identically in every coordinate

system.

(II) If the relation

Taj.ßj,... ,y„...sp,... ,x.-.»•.,•••,,,...,,( Jfy, • • • , Mp, • • • , M,, • • • , M|)

(4.4)   = T«.... fi,,.... a,. .. „. ....y,-. -tp.. ..,»,...# ,(My, • • -,M„ ■ •   ,MP, ■ ■ -,Mi)

holds in one coordinate system, it holds in every coordinate system.

(III) If a multiple tensor T is alternating separately in each set of sub-

scripts a ■ ■ ■ ß to vt ■ ■ ■ a, in one coordinate system, it is in every coordinate

system.

Certain multiple tensors will appear frequently in our work, so to escape

digression in the coming paragraphs it will be advantageous to discuss them

presently. We define the four sets of quantities

Raji,-. »,,■••, <»»&•••»*». ••-.«( ■••»¿(Mi, ■ • • , Mk, - - ■ , M,.),

Ral.-.„,....*i....i(Mi, • ■ ■ , Mt),

Oa, ...p}«,,.". af ••«♦.-.«<•• •H*i\"^l,   '      '   ,   ■"**,   '       "   ,   M(),

5«,...,,,...,a(...,i(Mi,  ■ ■ ■  ,  M.)

in terms of a contravariant vector Xa(M) and a multiple tensor

Ta ■ • • »j,.. .,at • • ■ ti(Mlt ■ ■ ■ , Mf) in the following manner:

AÍaJI, ■ ■ •Pli,,- • • .ctkßk- ■ -fik't"-' ' ' .<*«£»• • •pi'iV-'™ 1,   ' ,   ■<"*>   " >   lUf)

dl a,/5, •• •»,,-•• .akßk- ••"*.■• •,«,■•• •»< "i «,. . .„,,.. ■ ,aßk-. ■ pkck,- ■ ■ ,nj.- .»j

dx? dxkak

O J a i ■ • • a i, • • •, akßk ' * *Ptw» •••»•<•••»<

dXk'k

* It is obvious that such a multiple tensor can be considered as a particular tensor (in the ordin-

ary sense) in an associated manifold of i n dimensions with respect to a certain special group of trans-

formations. Such a point of view, however, is not convenient for our paper.
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Ra,- ..„...• .at-.; (Ml,   •  •  •   ,   Mi)

= Xík)Rai...a¡,...,ak...<,ta,...,ai...„i(Mx, ■ ■ ■ , Mk, ■ ■ ■ , Mt),
(4.5)

O«,.. .p,»,, • • • ,ak •• -Pi» , • •• ,a¡ • • .pitiKM 1,   '       '   ,   »Ik,   ' i   "Í i)

=   A- (*)-* «l- • -Pi»i. • • • ,"k- ■ -PU*. • ■ ■ .«i- • -P,»<(-"* 1, ,   "¡-k, •   ,   M i) ,

•Sa,... »t..... Of- »i(MX,   ■  ■  ■   ,   Mi)

OOa, • • .»i, • • • ,«»• ■ ■tu" . • • • ,a,- • • -<r,- OOa,...,,,... .»/yj^» - • -p*. - • • ,a<- - •»<

ax/* axf*

OOa, • • -it, , • • • ,aj • • -Tti,fc» , • • • .a,- • • •»<

c3x,p*

(k=   1,2,   •••   ,   »)•

In (4.5) we have written X{t) as a convenient notation for X"(Mk).

If the multiple tensor ¡T«,...»,,...,««...,« is alternating separately in

each of the j sets of subscripts ax • • • a, to a¡ ■ • • cr¿ and if it satisfies symmetry

relations of type (4.4) then the four sets of quantities defined in (4.5) are

multiple tensors with corresponding alternating and symmetry relations.

This statement follows from a direct calculation of the law of transformation

of these four sets of quantities from the known transformation law of the

multiple tensor T and the contravariant vector X. Furthermore, we note

that the symbol * in 5il...fl,...i„j,...Pi,,...,(,i...,i canbe considered as

on equal footing with the subscripts ak to pk with respect to the alternating

character of 5.

5. Functionals involving multiple covariant tensors.   Let

(5.1) X< =/'(«!,«2,   •••,   Mr) (t-1,2,   •  ••,»)

be the equations of an r-dimensional manifold Sr and Dr the image of ST on

the space of the parameters u. As we shall have to deal with functions of

several points in space we shall use the notation

(5.2) x¿ = f{(ukx,uk2, ■ ■ ■ , ukr)

to mean the coordinates of a point Mk of the manifold ST.

Let

dx a
(5.3) 5imxp«   = —- 8ulm (p,l = 1,2, • • • , i ;m = 1,2, • • • .r i

dutm
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and in the case of a one-dimensional manifold we shall write

dxf
5ix,f =-8ui.

dui

Consider the following functional of an r-dimensional manifold ST :

(5.4) I I   •   •   •    I      Ta^t...el,a^,..e,,..,aißi-ei(Mx,M2,
Jd,   Jd, (j)  Jd,

• • • , Mj)5iiXiaiai2XiP' • • • ôlrXl*'52la;2a, • • • 8iTxi'* ■ ■ ■ 5,ixf"' • • • 8irx?{.

In (5.4) the multiple tensor Tar ..»,,... ,«-.. .ef is assumed to be alter-

nating in each set of variables at ■ ■ ■ p1 to a.-- p(. Thus the value of (5.4)

does not depend on any particular choice of the parameters u but is indeed

only dependent on an r-dimensional manifold ST. We shall assume also,

without any loss of generality*, that the multiple covariant tensor

Ta1...ei,...,ai-..ei satisfies the symmetry relation of type (4.4). For

brevity in writing, we shall sometimes use the notation

(5.5) I      T(i)8x
C

Jd,

for a functional of type (5.4).

6. Some preliminary material. In « dimensions we consider the one-

parameter continuous group of transformations defined by

¿x*
(6.1) — = X<(M) (i= 1,2, ••• ,«).

ar

In (6.1) we assume that the components of the vector X* are analytic

functions of their arguments in a certain finite region in which we shall work.

Unless otherwise stated, a total differentiation with respect to the para-

meter T will denote differentiation along the path curves of the group (6.1).

Clearly, if the parameters u in (5.4) are taken to be independent of the group

parameter r, we shall have the following system of equations :f

* Since the domain of integration D, is the same in each of the i integrations, it follows that the

functional can be put in such a form without altering its value.

t Equations (6.2) form a system which is the ith cogrediently extended variational equations of

Poincaré connected with the system of equations (6.1).
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d(olm*Pa)      dXlpf
hmxi ,

(6.2)
dr dxpB

d(6ixpa)       dX^f
-«,*/    (p,l= 1,2, ••• ,  i;m- 1,2, • •-,r),

dr dxf

where we have written X"p) for Xa (Mp).

If Aai...,,,... ,ai.. .».(M,, • • • , Mf) is a multiple covariant tensor, we

deduce, in virtue of (6.1), the following relations:

., ,. (LA*,...,,,...,of...«(Mi, ■ ■ -, Mi)     dAmt...ri,...,at...0t(Mi, • • ■ , Mi)    a
(6.3)-=-——-Xly),

dr dxf

where y is summed from 1 to i.

7. Invariant functionals of one-dimensional manifolds. The functional

identities that arise in the invariant theory of functionals of type (5.4) for

r = l (one-dimensional manifolds) require a separate treatment from those

that arise in the cases r > 1. In fact the discussion of the case r = 1 has to be

given in two parts.  The reason for this will become evident presently.

Let us consider then quadratic functionals (5.4) of one-dimensional

manifolds S, ; i.e., functionals of type

(7.1) C    fU Ta,f(Mi, Ms)6ixfSsxS .
J Uo        •'tío

In order that the functional (7.1) admit the group of transformations

(6.1) it is necessary and sufficient that the total derivative of (7.1) with

respect to the parameter t be zero for all one-dimensional manifolds. This

statement is merely the analytic condition for the following geometrical

situation :

Let r = 0 correspond to the position of the one-dimensional manifold Si.

Consider the transform 5i(t) of Si by the finite transformations of the group

(6.1). In general, a functional (7.1) extended over the image A(t) of 5i(t)

wiU depend on the group parameter r. Since the parameters u are chosen

independent of t we have

. <2) /. (2)

j      [T(2)ôx]T=   j      [T(2)bx]r
Jd,(,t) Jd,

where [T(2)bx ]T is the transform of T(2)bx by the finite transformations of

the group (6.1). The condition

/. XS) p (J)

I     T(2)Sx=   j    [r(2)6*]r
Jd. Jd,
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for all values of r, and that irrespective of the initial one-dimensional

manifold Si, states the invariance of the functional (7.1) with respect to

the one-parameter group defined by (6.1).

Again since the parameter u is chosen independent of r, the condition

for invariance becomes

(7.2) f       f    —(Ta,ß(Mx,Mi)8xxxaS2xe) = 0.
J uq    J uo   ar

By (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and by a rearrangement of the umbral symbols

condition (7.2) becomes

Cu     Cu /dT*.ß      y dXw àXm\
(7.3) (—-x(x) + r,l/r—^ + r„lT—^WcW = o,

J«„  Ju0 \ dxg dx? ¿w /

where X is umbral with range 1 to 2. Since Ta,ß(Mx, M2) = F9,a(M2, Mi),

we see that the parenthesis in (7.3) is also a multiple tensor Faiß(Mx, M2)

having the property

(7.4) FaAMi.Mt) =Fß.a(Mi,Mx).

Equation (7.3) is of the form*

<p(ux,U2)8ux8ut = 0

in which <p(wi, «2) is a symmetric function of ux and m2. By a double use of

Leibnitz' formula, once in differentiating partially with respect to u and

another time with respect to u0, we get

(7.6) <t>(ux,ui) = 0.

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that (7.3) hold is that

/dTa,ß(Mx,Mi)     , „,dXï»
là) + Ty.ß(Mx,Mi)-

dx\* dxxa

dX?
(7.7) h Ta.y(Mx,Mt)-^) 8xxx8fx/ = 0

dx/ /

(X umbral with range 1 to 2)

for all points Mi and M2 on any arbitrarily given one-dimensional manifold.

If we momentarily fix our attention on two arbitrarily given points Mi and

* For a given set of functions x the form of a one-dimensional manifold is determined but not its

extent. This then means in our problem that for a given set of functions x of the parameter u, the

interval («0, u) in the one-dimensional «-space is arbitrary since the extent of the manifold S is

arbitrary.
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Ms, and consider all one-dimensional manifolds passing through Mi and M2,

we see that the infinitesimal displacements bix? and 82xi are arbitrary among

themselves and are independent of the x's, since the direction of the manifold

at Mi and M2 is arbitrary.

From (7.7) then we have the system of equations

dra,„(Mi,M2) axli)
(7.8)----XS + Ty,ß(Mi,M2)-

dxf dxx"

dXis)
+ Ta,,(Mx,M2)-^=0

dx£

(a,ß — 1,2, • • • , « ; and X summed from 1 to 2).

We shall rewrite (7.8) in a form which will make evident the covariant

character of (7.8) by making use of the quantities defined in (4.5). We thus

have the conditions

(7.9) ¿tó(Mi,M2) + S%(Mi,Ms)\ = 0 (a,ß = 1,2, • • • , «).
x-i

Since each of the quantities R„ ,ß, Ra ,ß, Sa ,ß, Sa ,ß is a multiple covariant

tensor of rank one in Mi and rank one in M2, it follows that (7.9) is a multiple

tensor equation covariant of rank one in Mi and of rank one in M2.

Thus we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the quadratic func-

tional (7.1) admit the one-parameter group (6.1) is that the components of the

multiple tensor Ta,ß satisfy* the tensor equation (7.9).

We turn now to a discussion of the invariance of functionals /MSi] of

one-dimensional manifolds having the form

(7.10) f     f f Ta,ß,... ,t(Mi,M2, ■ ■ ■ ,MJiixfltxf ■ ■ ■ Si-ixLibiXt
Ju„    Ju0  it)      Ju<i

(t > 2).

A necessary and sufficient condition that (7.10) admit the group of trans-

formations (6.1) is that

d   /»c<>
(7.11) -       T(i)5x = 0

for all one-dimensional manifolds S, and hence for all one-dimensional

images Z?i.

* The existence and character of the solutions of the system of equations (7.9) will be discussed

later.   Cf. the discussion for equations (7.17).
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By (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) and by a rearrangement of the umbral symbols

condition (7.11) becomes

(7.12) f {'■„('(
dTa,ß,...,t „ dXm

-* (X) T í a ,0 , • • • ,i_
•/ u„ dxf dxx

dXm

dx/ '  dx

dX (2) ó*A(..)\
+ ra,B.7......—- + ••• + r.¿.....,.„—-) Sixfttxf ■••5<x/-o

Sx/ âXi' /

(X umbral with range 1 to i).

Since the multiple tensor Ta,ß,...,, has the symmetry properties of type

(4.4) it follows that the parenthesis in (7.12) also has the same symmetry

relations. Hence (7.12) is an equation of the form

(7.13) |     I    •••   I    <b(ux,ut, ■ ■ ■, ux) 8ux8ui ■ ■ ■ 8uí = 0 (*>2),
•/«„   Ju0     (i)       «/u0

where <p is a symmetric function of all its i arguments.

A sufficient* condition that (7.13) hold is that

(7.14) d>(ux,«2, •■•,«,) = 0.

Hence a sufficient condition that (7.12) hold is that

U tú

(àTa>Bt- ■ • .i       ta d-^(l) dX(i) \
—-—-xw + zv,.....,—2L + ... + T-.ji........—— )

dx? dx? dx: '

X 8xxf8ixé ■ ■ ■ ¿5.x/ = 0 (X umbral with range 1 to i).

Since the direction of the manifold at fixed but arbitrary points Mi,

Mi, ■ ■ • , Mi is arbitrary we must have

U Of

(7.16)-'—Xay + TmJt,...,t--+ ■■■ + Ta,ß....,.,„——-0
dxx" dxx" dx,'

(a,ß, • • • , i = 1,2, • • • , » ; and X umbral with range 1 to i).

We can write condition (7.16) in the form

(7.17) ¿[^"........(Mi.Mï, • • • ,Mo+sZ.....t,,(Mi,M„ ■ ■ • ,JkQ] = 0

(a,ß, • • • , i = 1,2, •••,»)

in terms of the multiple tensors defined in (4.5).

* It appears that necessary and sufficient conditions for the condition (7.13) are of a complicated

sort.
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Since each i?(X) and Sw in (7.17) is a multiple tensor covariant of rank

one in each of the points Mi, M2, • • • , Mi, it follows that (7.17) is a multiple

tensor equation covariant of rank one in each of the points Mi, M2, ■ • • , M<.

It is known* that by a suitable change of coordinate system, say x to x,

the contravariant vector X of the group (6.1) can be made to have com-

ponents (0, 0, • • ■ , 0, 1) in the new coordinate system x. In fact, by taking

a transformation of coordinates!

(7.18) Í« -/'(*i,*i, •   • , «") (¿= 1,2, • • • , «)

where

f'(xl,x2, ••• , x") = Cj (; = 1,2, •••,«- 1)

are » — 1 functionally independent first integrals of the system of equations

(6.1) and

f(x\x2,   •••,*»)   =  T + Cn

is a last integral of (6.1), we see that (6.1) will take the form

dx1      dx1 dxn~l      dxn
(7.19) -=-=•••=-=-= dr.

0 0 0 1

Consequently in this new canonical coordinate system x, the tensor

equations (7.17) state that each component of the multiple tensor

Ta ,ß..(Mi, - • • , Mi) must satisfy the partial differential equation

<   df(MuMs, ■ ■ ■ ,Mj
(7.20) \T —-—!-:- = 0.

x-i dx?

The following theorem therefore follows readily.

Theorem 2. A sufficient condition (in the case i = 2, both a necessary and

sufficient condition) that a functional of type (7.10) admit the group of trans-

formations (6.1) is that the components of the multiple tensor Ta,ß,. ■ ■.. in the

canonical coordinate system x be functions of the i cogredient sets of » — 1 first

integrals, and of the differences of the cogredient canonical variables x\n ; i.e.,

T has the form

ra,ß...-Aîi1, ■ ■ ■ , Xxn~l,xin-x2n ,x2l, • • • , x2-\x2n - Xz", ■

, if1)-

* This is merely a statement in the language of tensor algebra of the well known fact that all

one-parameter groups are similar to a one-parameter group of translations,

t Cf. Goursat, Leçons sur le Problème de Pfajf, §55.
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8. Invariant functionals of r-dimensional manifolds.* We turn now to

the invariant theory of functionals having the form (5.4). A necessary and

sufficient condition that (5.4) admit the group (6.1) is that along the path

curves of (6.1)

d   r{i)
(8.1) - T(i)Sx = 0

dr Jd,

for all r-dimensional manifolds.

Calculating the condition (8.1) on employing the ¿th cogrediently

extended group of (6.1) and using the relations (5.3), (6.2) and (6.3) we get

the condition

C C C       /^"A" "»I-«!* "»f" ••«!•■••* v« t, d-X"(l>
I    "    •    • I -— -A (X) + Í aß,- ■•»,.-••, o,-- • -m-

Jd,    Jd, ,,    Jd, \ dx? ' dxi"-
(t)

dX(i) aX(i)\
(8.2) + • -   I«l...pl«,...,«j...»("" r La, •••»,,••• ,ai- ■ -Pi—      71

0*1*1 dxi"'/

X 5ii*ia'Oi2a;i^ • • • SuXi'y ■ ■ ■ ««*?< • • • «<,*<*< = 0

(X umbral with range 1 to i).

For a given arbitrary set of functions x, equation (8.2) is of the form

(8.3) I        I •  • •        <K«ii,wi2, • • • , «iri usi, ■ ■ ■ , us, ;
Jd,    Jd,(0    Jd,

• • •   ; un, • • • , «,>) 5uu ■ ■ ■ buiT = 0

for arbitrary images D, in the space of the parameters u. In (8.3) tj> is

symmetric in the i sets of u's. Hence by an obvious extension of the funda-

mental lemma of §2, we must have <¡> = 0 in the parameters u for any arbitrary

given set of functions x.

By an evident extension of the corresponding argument in the preceding

paragraph it follows that the parenthesis expression in (8.2) must vanish.

Employing the multiple tensors defined in §4, we can write this condition in

the following form :

t      (X)

¿j l-^tiii • ■-"i .°s • •-»j .•■•.«.■•■ -ti(Mx,Ms, • • ■ , Mi)
x-i

(8.4) + 5«^...,!,«,...,„....«,....,i(Mi,M%, ■ ■ ■ , Mi)] = 0

(«ii ' • • I XTi = 1,2, •••,«).

* In this paragraph the necessary and sufficient conditions will have reference to the cases r > 1

and i = l, 2, • • • ; or to the case r = l, i = 2.
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The multiple tensor character of equations (8.4) follows from the fact

that each i?(X) and 5(X) is a multiple tensor.

To demonstrate the existence of solutions for the partial differential

equations (8.4) and to exhibit the character of these solutions, we consider

the tensor equations (8.4) in the coordinate system x defined by (7.18). In

this special coordinate system x, conditions (8.4) state that each component

of F«,.. .*x.ai-. .».(Mi, ■ ■ ■ , Mi) will have to satisfy the same partial

differential equation (7.20).   We can therefore state the following theorem.

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional (5.4)

of r-dimensional manifolds admit the group of transformations (6.1) is that the

components of the multiple tensor 2V...,.„<. . .,< in the canonical co-

ordinate system x be functions of the i cogredient sets of » — 1 first integrals

xf(a = l, ■ ■ ■ , « —1) and of the differences xxn_1—xft(\=2, ■ ■ ■ ,i).

9. Invariant functionals attached to the path curves of a group. Let

X(M) be a real analytic function of x1, x2, • • • , x". Consider the one-

parameter group whose infinitesimal transformations* are

dx'
(9-1) -~ = \(M)X'(M) (i= 1,2, ••• ,«).

ar

We lay down the following definition.

Definition, f A functional admitting the infinitesimal transformations

(9.1) for all functions X(M) will be called an invariant functional attached to

the path curves of the one-parameter group (6.1).

We shall demonstrate the following theorem.

* It is clear that the path curves of the group of transformations (9.1) are the same as those of

(6.1) for any function X(M).

t This definition is a generalization of Goursat's definition of integral invariants attached to the

trajectories of a system of differential equations (6.1). Cf. Goursat's Leçons sur le Problème de Pfaf,

pp. 236. It is clear from our definition that an invariant functional attached to the path curves of

group (6.1) can be considered as a functional which is invariant under the system of differential

equations

dx1     due2 dx"

In other words, then, we are here generalizing certain Cartan invariant theories. For example,

equations (9.2) in differential form are the generalizations of characteristic systems of differential

forms.  Cf. Cartan, Leçons sur les Invariants Intégraux, Chapter IV.
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Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a functional of

r-dimensional manifolds (5.4) be an invariant functional attached to the path

curves of a one-parameter group of transformations (6.1) are that the follow-

ing multiple tensor equations hold :

(a) Rai.-.„....,„,-..„.(Mi, • • - , Mi) - 0,

(b) Sa,...„„,,...,«^...„j.,...,„,....w(Mi, - • • , Mk, ■ ■ ■ , M<) = 0

(ai, •    • , <r, = 1,2, ••-,»; ¿,A =1,2, • • •,*).

Necessary and sufficient conditions that a functional (5.4) be an invariant

functional attached to the path curves of (6.1) are that conditions (8.4)

hold for all functions X(M) when \(M)Xa(M) is substituted for Xa (M)

in (8.4).   On rearranging the terms this condition takes the form

¿ X(M„) [£l. .,„.. ..„,... ..{(Mi, ■■■ ,Mi)
p=i

+   5«,.. .„„ .. .   ,a¡- . .  et(MX,   ■   ■   •   ,Mi)]

d\(Mi) ax(Mi)
+ >J<i^, ■ • • Pi», • • •   .a,- • • •  <Tj       "     ~" ¿»i/J,- • • Pi», • ■ •  ,ai ■ ■ ■  e¡       "

dxi'1 dxxai

(9-3) dX(Mi)
'   *   ' *^ai0i ' - * *"i»i*. • • •   .a; • • •  ffj "T   '   '   '

OXi'1

d\(Mi) d\(Mi)
+   -Ja, • ■ •   e„ ■ ■ ■   ,<xißi ■ ■ •  pi*       "     ~ J«, • • •   »,. • • •   ,»,p\ ■ ■ ■  p¡»       "

dXi" dXi"<

d\(Mj)
'   ~~  Ja, • • •  «",, * - •  ,aißi ' ' ' *<*»* ~"   ^*

dxlJ'i

Since S._ is an alternating multiple tensor separately in the

t sets of subscripts and since X(M) is an arbitrary function, conditions (9.3)

yield the conditions

Ra",-- „,.-•• .«,-••■ »¡(Mi, ■ ■ ■ ,Mi) + Sa[... ,„... ,ai... „¡(Mi, • • • ,Mi) = 0

(«i, ■ ■ ■ ,(Ti = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n ; p = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,i)

and conditions (b) of (9.2).
But in virtue of the conditions (b) of (9.2), we have

(m)
S«,...,,.... ,«,-... .¡(Mi, • • • ,Mi) = 0

(ai, • • • ,m = 1,2, • • • ,n;p= 1,2, • • • ,i).

The theorem follows therefore readily.
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The multiple tensor equations (9.2) in the canonical coordinate system £

defined by (7.18) take the simple form

dfa, ■ ..,,.....«,•■. • «r,(Ml,   •   •   •   ,Mi)

(9.4) dx? "    '

[r«,...„„...,„,•....-¡(Mi, • • • ,M,)]„ = 0

(«i, • • • ,Oi = 1,2, •• • ,n ;p = 1,2, • • • ,t),

where [Ta ■. ■<, ,...,«4...,i(Mi, • •• , Mî)]n stands for any one of the com-

ponents of the multiple tensor Ta ••■» ,•••,«<•••«< in which at least one of

the subscripts <xi to a, has the value ». Hence we have proved the following

theorem.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional (5.4)

of r-dimensional manifolds be an invariant functional attached to the path

curves of group (6.1) is that the differential form in (5.4) considered in the canoni-

cal coordinate system (7.18), be expressible only in terms of the i cogredient sets

of the n — 1 first integrals x¡? (a = 1, 2, •••,« — 1) and their differentials.

It is interesting to note that the conditions for non-additive functionals

are more stringent than for the additive ones in that the first set of conditions

(9.4) for the additive case (i = l) state that the functional is an integral

invariant of (6.1) whUe in the case of the non-additive functionals (¿>1) a

special invariance is implied.

We shall now give a method by means of which we shall be able to derive

an invariant functional of (r —l)-dimensional manifolds attached to the path

curves of (6.1) from a special invariant functional of r-dimensional manifolds

that is not attached to the path curves of (6.1).

Let

T(i)bx

be an invariant functional of r-dimensional manifolds that satisfies the special

conditions

• ,Mi) + Sa,...,,.-.. .a--, ¿(Mi, • • • ,Mi) = 0

(«i, • • • ,a< = 1,2, • • • ,» ;X = 1,2, ■ • • ,i)

(X)

(9.6)

»,,••• ,a¿ •• ■ »,(Ml,
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and is not attached to the path curves of (6.1).   We shall show* that the

functional of (r —l)-dimensional manifolds

T(i)8x
Dr-l

is an invariant functional attached to the path curve of (6.1) when the re-

lation between the T(i) in (9.7) and the T(i) in (9.5) is given by

i a,. . . Pli . . . ,a¡ • • • pA-M ,   "  '  "   , Mi)

=   Ta, ■ ■ ■ p,»,, ■ • • ,a¡- • • p¡<r¡(Ml,   •   •   •   ,Mi)X (1)   •   •   •  X(<).

This assertion is proved briefly by observing that in the canonical co-

ordinate x given by (7.18) the multiple tensor

Fal...p1....,0¡...p¡      (Ml,   •   •   -,     Mi)

satisfies conditions of the form (9.4).

In the theory of integral invariants! one finds the following theorem :

A necessary and sufficient condition that an integral invariant be an integral

invariant that is attached to the path curves of (6.1) is that its value be identically

zero for all r-dimensional manifolds generated by the path curves of (6.1).

Such a theorem, however, does not go through, in general, for the non-

additive functionals that we have been considering. The necessity part of

the theorem is obviously satisfied. The sufficiency part, however, does not

hold ; for, the identical vanishing of

//•                 Ç                                                                             dxfi            dx/i     „,
I        ■"•      I      Ta,... p,„t, .. ,a¡- •• p¡„¡(Ml,  • • •  ,M,)-—   • • •-Xa)

PrJPr                  JPr                                                                                                         ¿»«11                  dUXq

dXiai dXi"*      .,
-A(,)5«ii    ■ • • 8uXt8rx • • • 8u,x • ■ ■ SUigSri

dUiX du •î

for all r-dimensional manifolds generated by the path curves of (6.1) (with

Pr as their images in the u, r space) does not necessarily imply conditions (b)

of (9.2).
10. Some geometrical considerations.   In this paragraph we shall give a

geometrical interpretation % of the process given in the preceding paragraph

* This can be shown by long straightforward calculations; Goursat follows such a process in

the special case of integral invariants. We shall give a much shorter proof for the general problem.

f See Goursat, Quelques points de la théorie des invariants intégraux, Journal de Mathématiques,

(7), vol. 1 (1915), pp. 246-247.
% As a special case, of course, we get Goursat's treatment of integral invariants. Cf. his Leçons

sur le Problème de Pfaß, §62.
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that yielded an attached from a special* invariant functional.   The special

invariant functionals have additive properties for certain manifolds ; it is

precisely this property which makes it possible to get an attached from a

special invariant functional.

Suppose then

J.Ct)
T(i)bx

D,

is a special invariant functional. Let W,-i be a manifold of r — 1 dimensions

that is not generated by the path curves of the group (6.1). Each point a0

of Wr-i is taken contemporaneously, say for t = 0 (for the convenience of

exposition we have the kinematical picture in mind). Each point a0 of WT~i

is taken along the path curves of (6.1) and moved up to a point aT<, while

t varies from 0 to t'. The points a,< constitute a manifold Wi-i. Let Wr be

the manifold generated by the path curves which issue from the points of

WT-i and terminate at the corresponding points of Wl-i Let Pr-i be the

manifold which is generated by the path curves issuing from the points of

Wr-s, the boundary of WT-i, and terminating at the corresponding points of

Wi-.2, the boundary of Wi-i. Suppose then the coordinates of the points a0

of W,-i expressed as functions of the independent variables Ui, w2, • • • , wr-i

so that to each point of W,-i corresponds a point in a domain 7)r_i(0) of the

m space and conversely. Hence in W, each point will be a function of

Ui, Us, ■ • • , Mr-i, t, and at each point of Wr we shall have

dx"
(10.2) -= X«(M) (a= 1,2, • ■ • ,»).

dr

Our functional (10.1) therefore can be written as

(10.3) fon ( brs- ■  f bn   f f
Jo Jo Jo Jd,-1(.t{)   Jör-K,,)

Í a, • • • Pi, • • • ,a¡ ■ ■ • pj   (■** 1,

Jor-Hn)

■ ■  •,Mi)ôuXÏ1ôisXil>l •  ■  • bir-iXi»1 ■  ■ ■ bnXiai ■  ■  ■ bir-lXf*

where the multiple tensor Tai.. ,H.ai.. .Pi is defined as in (9.8).

* By a special invariant functional of r-dimensional manifolds (5.4) we shall understand a

functional that satisfies the special conditions for invariance (9.6).
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In the above expression we have written Z>r-i(t) to show the dependence

of the domain DT-X on t(A._i(0) corresponding to Wr-i). The ith derivative of

(10.3) with respect to r' at t' = 0 yields

(10.4) ¿! T(i)8x.
•/Dr-l(O)

Let T* be a continuous function of position of the points of a0 of Wr-i-

On the path curve issuing from the general point a0 of Wr-i consider points

aT. and aT<+7.. corresponding to the position of the point a0 at times t=t* and

t=t*+t' respectively. Thus corresponding to r = 0, t = t', t = t*, t=t*+t'

there are four manifolds W,-X, Wi-i, W*-i, W*'-i whose representative points

are a0, aT-, aT., aT.+r< respectively. Wr'_iisthe transform of W,-i and W*'-i of

IF*_i. Thus W*-X and JF*'_i are sections of the tube of path curves whose

points are not contemporaneous while those of WT-i and W,-i are contempo-

raneous. Evidently then by varying the function r we get various non-

contemporaneous (r —l)-dimensional sections of the tube of path curves.

The manifold W* will be defined as that bounded by W*-X and W*'-i ', and

P*-i, as the manifold which is constituted of the path curves issuing from

the pointsof W*-i, the boundary of W*-X, and terminating at the correspond-

ing points of W*'-2, the boundary of W*'-X. Furthermore, let wr be the mani-

fold enclosed by Wr-i, W *_i and the path curves issuing from Wr-t to W*-2',

and w*, the manifold bounded by !Fr'_i, W*'-i and the path curves issuing

from W'-2 to W*'-2. Clearly, the manifold w* is the transform of wT by the

group (6.1). We have

(10.5) W* = W,+ w* - wr.

Employing this relation the following steps in the reasoning are clear

in the case of a special invariant functional of r-dimensional manifolds :

JW,'JW,'   (i)    J Wr*        JwsJw,* J W,' JW,+w,*-v>T

-L LL+L  LL-L  LL

-/ ■••/ /JWr' JW,'JW,

Repeating this procedure i — 1 more times we shall get finally

(10.6) f f      =    f     ••■(*.
JW,'   (<)       JWr' JW,     (i)       JW,
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Hence the i'th derivative with respect to r' for t' = 0 of both sides of

(10.6) must be equal. This then means, by (10.4), that

/. (i) r. (O

(10.7) j T(i)bx=    j T(i)bx
JDr-Hr') Jír-l(fl)

where 7>r_i(0) corresponds to a given arbitrary contemporaneous section of

the tube of path curves while Dr-x(r*) corresponds, in general, to a non-

contemporaneous section. But the function r* is arbitrary, and therefore,

in virtue of (10.7), the functional of (r —1)-dimensional manifolds

(10.8) T(i)bx
J Dr-l

has a constant value for all (r —1) -dimensional sections (that are not gener-

ated by the path curves), whether contemporaneous or not, of any given but

arbitrary tube of path curves. But the multiple tensor T in (10.8) is precisely

given by (9.8). Hence we have given a geometrical interpretation of the

method, given in §9, that enabled us to step downf from a special invariant

functional to an invariant functional that is attached to the path curves of

(6.1).
11. Invariant functionals of closed manifolds. The invariant theory of

functionals of closed manifolds can easily be referred to the invariant theory

of functionals of open manifolds. A functional of closed (r —1)-dimensional

manifolds

(11.1) I      T(i)bx
J Dr-l

can be thrown into the form of a functional of open r-dimensional manifolds

T(i)bx
Dr

by applying Stokes's theorem i times. Thus by applying our previous theory

to the functional (11.2) we can get necessary and sufficient conditions for

the invariance of (11.1).

We can, however, start with a functional (11.2) of open r-dimensional

manifolds and then impose the condition that it depend only on the bounding

(r — l)-dimensional manifolds. Since Rai...,,„,„,.. .„,, ...,„<•. »¡(M,, Ms, • • -,

t This procedure can be considerably generalized when the totality of path curves of the group

(6.1) are left invariant by known infinitesimal transformations. I propose to take up these considera-

tions elsewhere.
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Mi) has the skew-symmetric properties discussed in §4, it follows that the

conditions

(11.3) Ra,... „«,«,... .„■•• ,a¿... ,j(Mi,M2, • • ■ ,M<) = 0

(«i, • • • ,ai,co,a2, ■ ■ ■ ,cí = 1,2, •••,»)

are sufficient* to insure the dependence of (11.2) only on the bounding

(r —l)-dimensional manifold.

In order that a functional (11.2) of closed (r —1)-dimensional manifolds

which satisfies conditions (11.3) be an invariant functional attached to the

path curves of (6.1), it is necessary and sufficient that the linear homogeneous

algebraic equations

Taß,. . .  ,ua,ß,- ■ ■   »„• ■ •   .a,-- ■ •   „i(Ml,Ms,   ■   •   •   ,Mi)X(l)   =   0

(di, ■ • • ,0-i = 1,2, •••,»)

be satisfied by the multiple tensor rai.. .„,,.. .,„,-.. .„((Mi, • • ■ , M,).

12. Complete invariant functionals of manifolds. Up to this point we

have been engaged in generalizations of the Poincaré integral invariant. It

is possible however to generalize Cartan'sj complete integral invariants.

Goursat| has shown how Cartan's complete integral invariants are bound up

with certain Poincaré integral invariants that are attached to the path curves

of differential equations. As a matter of fact Cartan's complete integral

invariants are special Poincaré integral invariants attached to the path

curves of the one-parameter group

dx1 dx2 dx" dr
(12.1) -=- = •-. = -= — = dp

Xl(M)      X2(M) Xn(M)       1

in the space time continuum (x1, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn, t). The parameter of the group

(12.1) is yp and M is a point of the «-dimensional space (xl, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn).

Cartan has given a method by means of which one can write down a

complete integral invariant corresponding to every Poincaré integral in-

variant.   For example, if

JTabxa

* For functionals of closed curves in three dimensions, cf. Cornelia Fabri, Sopra alcune proprietd

generali delle funzioni che dipendono da altre funzioni e da linee, Atti della Reale Accademia delle

Scienze di Torino, vol. 25, pp. 671.

t Cf. Cartan, Leçons sur les Invariants Intégraux.

X Comptes Rendus, vol. 174 (1922), pp. 1089-1091.
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is an absolute integral invariant of

dxi
(12.2) -- = X'(M) (¿-1,2,...,»)

or

then

P Ta8x° - TaX"8rS
is an absolute complete integral invariant.

It is always possible to pass from a Poincaré integral invariant to a

corresponding Cartan complete integral invariant. Such, however, is not,

in general, the state of affairs when one considers non-additive functional

invariants.

In summations it is convenient to replace the variable r by x"+1. We

can rewrite (12.1) therefore in the form

¿Xa'

(12.3) — = X°' («' = 1,2, ■•• ,«+l).
dp

In (12.3) the contravariant vector Xa' has components X1(x1, x2, • ■ -, xn),

X2(x\ • • • , x"), ■ ■ ■ , X"(x1, • ■ • , xn), 1. We shall use primed letters for

indices when the range of the indices is 1, 2, ■ • • , »+1 ; and unprimed,

when the range is 1 to «.

Consider the functional of r-dimensional manifolds in the space continuum

(x1, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x")

(12.4) T(i)8x.
J D,

Associated with the functional (12.4) we shall define a particular func-

tional of r-dimensional manifolds in the space-time continuum (x1, • ■ -,xn,

xn+1) in the following manner.

Let

Aa,' • • • ff,',a,' • • • <r,', ■ • • ,a¡' ■ • • <r¡' («i',   •  ■  ■   ,<¡i    =   1,2 ,■••,«+  1)

be a multiple tensor whose components are given as follows :

Aa, . . . ff,,o, » • • e,, • • • ,a¡ • ■ • „¡ * a, ■ • ■ ff i.a, • * • ff,. * ' ■ .«< • ■ * ff<,

A0,. . . »,.. • ■  ,»(n+l) ,-,».• • • ,*(n+l) ,-,».• • • .»(n+Djj»,- • • .a, ■ • • ff¡

w?l       uit UJk

(12.5) =   (   — 1 )*ra,...»„ »«y,»,...   .»a,-,*,---  ,*Wjf.af-  *iX<it)X<it)  '   '   '   X(h),

Aa,'... „,>,... ,„,'... „¡' = 0,
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whenever two or more subscripts, in any one of the i sets ai • • • <r{, • • •,<*/

• • • a/, take on the value «+1.

The stars • indicate undetermined indices which may have any value

from 1 to «.

The functional of r-dimensional manifolds in the space-time continuum

(X\ x2,---, *"+>)

(12.6) I      f     •••    f A,,. ...„'....,«,'... u>ôiixf1' ••• SirXi'*'
(0

is precisely the functional formed by putting

btmxpq - Xpqbimx$+l for b,mxpq       in (12.4).

By calculation one finds that necessary and sufficient conditions that

(12.6) be a functional attached to the path curves of the one-parameter

group (12.3) are that the equations (9.6) hold. This is verified by employing

conditions (9.2) corresponding to the multiple tensor A and noting that

conditions (b) of (9.2) for Aai' •. .,,>,. ■ .,«<- •. „¿- are automatically satisfied.

The only conditions on 2"«,...,,,...,««...,< are therefore conditions (a) of

(9.2) for Aai' • • .#,», • • ..ai> ■ ■ -,i'. But these relations reduce to equations (9.6).

To make the argument clear I shall give the details explicitly in the case

of a quadratic functional of two-dimensional manifolds

r        C dx?i dar/*'  dx?' dx20'
(12.7) I        I    Ta,ß,,a&(Mi,Ms)-duiiduiidusiduss.

J D,    J D, dun   duis   dusi   duss

We consider the functional

r    r ,        /ó*?'     aidxin+i\/dxx^
TaA,aJ,(Mx,Ms)(--X<¿-- VT—

JS),    JD, \duxi dun /\duis

(12.8) - Xw—-M-A(2)—-II-
dui2 /\du2i du2i /\duss

ßidx2n+l\

—  ^(2)-— J¿Mlld«l2dM2ldM22.
duss f

We can write (12.8) in the form

r      r dxfy 0^1^' dx?' dx??*'
(12.9) I Aa,%-,0,'ß,'-dundui2du2iduss,

J®,   Js)2 â«n   duí2  du2i   du2s
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where

Aaí,,«A  =   Ta£,,a£„ An+lß,,n+lß,  =   Tatf, ,aJ,X(X) X($) ,

A.n+lßl,a^t   = Tatf,,a$,X(X) , An+10, ,o,n+l   =   Ta£, ,o^3, X (1) A(2) ,

ß, ß,      a,

Aoin+l,a^,   =   ~~   Ta¿, ,0^8,^(1), Aajn+l.n+ifl,   =   Ta^l,ax3,X(X)X(^) ,

(12.10) „, _ ,     .
Aa^llB+lß,   —   —   Ta£,X(2), Ac, n+l,«,n+l  —   Ta£¡ ,a#, X(X) X(2) ,

Aai0,,a,n+1  =   —   Taißl,a£,X(2), A„+l n+l,a,'ß,'   =   0,

Aa,'pY ,n+l B+l   =   0 .

In order that (12.9) be an invariant functional attached to the path

curves of the one-parameter group (12.3) it is necessary and sufficient that

i   N „»'/dÀaj'py.a.'py dAu'ß,',a,'ß,' dAa,-a> ,at'ß,'\
(a) Z(i)(-J = 0,

\     a*f 3*i"i' dxA    /
(12.11)

(b) Z(l)   Aa^.,0,.4'  = 0.

We have made use of the fact that

AalW.a,'0,'(MX,Mt)   =  Aaj'/91',ai'ft-(M2,Mi)

and that A,^',,,-},' is alternating separately in each of the two sets a{,ß{

and a8', ß{.

The conditions (b) of (12.11) are automatically satisfied; for, from (12.10)

we have

tí' a

X(D A.tu'ßtttttßt = X(i)AUßliamßt + AB+ißIiajisa = 0,

(12.12) X(l)   Au'0,,,,+10,  =   X(X)Aufi,,n+W, + An+lß^n+lß,  =  0,

Since
dAa,'ft' .a.'ß,'

(12.13) -L5j_L*=o,
dXi»+1

we can write (a) of (12.11) as

u   /dAa.'py ,a,'ft' dAußl-,a,'ß,- dAai>a,at'ß,'\

(12.14) A(i) I-;-;-——I
\      âxx" dxi< dxJV    )

dAß,'n+X,g,'ß,-        dAg^n+l.a,'»,'   _

dxx"í dxxK
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If a{, ß{, ai, ß2' j¿n+l in (12.14) we have

/dTa,ß„a^, dTaß,iaJ, dTaiu,a¿,\

\    â^i" dxia<- a*isi   /

^î'ii».«*^"«)

. dTa,ß,.aß,         dTaß^arf,         dTa,u ,oA\ d(Ta,u ,a¿,X Q))
Xwi-——-—- 1 + -

dxx<>

(12.15)
gU ßiu .asftA (1) )

dx?y

The other conditions arising from (12.14) are consequences of (12.15),

(12.13) and of (12.10). For example, if a{ =«+l;a2', ß{, ß2' ̂ «+1, we have

a (d(Taiu,a¿,Xm)      a(ra,|31,arf2A'(i))\
A (1)1-1 = 0.

\ dZi*i dx? /

If al =n+l, a2' =n+l ; ß{, ß2' j¿n+l, we have

» /d(Taj,,aj2xmX(2))    a(raiü,,aAX(i)Z(2))\
A (i)l-) = o.

The reasoning which we have carried through for the case of the quadratic

functional (12.7) of two-dimensional manifolds is directly extensible to a

functional (12.4) of r-dimensional manifolds. We can therefore embody the

results of this paragraph in the following important theorem.

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that the functional (12.6) of

r-dimensional manifolds inn + 1 dimensions be an invariant functional attached

to the path curves of the one-parameter group (12.3) is- that the functional (12.4)

of r-dimensional manifolds in « dimensions be a special* invariant functional

of the one-parameter group

dx'
(12.16) \J^=XÍ d=l,2,...,n)

with xn+1 as the parameter of the group.

As a special case of the above theories we get obviously one of Cartan'sf

results which states that a complete integral invariant can always be formed

from an integral invariant in the sense of Poincaré.

* See third footnote in §10.

t Cf. his Leçons sur les Invariants Intégraux, pp. 28-29.
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13. Functionals admitting s-parameter groups. In Lie's theories of

finite continuous groups an s-parameter group of transformations whose in-

finitesimal transformations have the symbols

(13.1) UMf = WX"(M)— (j = 1,2, ■ • • , ,)
dxf

satisfy the identities

(13.2) (UO»,UV>)f-c+,Vtof (a,ß,y = 1,2, • • • , s).

In (13.2), (U(a), Uiß)) is the alternant operator of Poisson and caßy are the

structural constants of the group.

A necessary and sufficient condition that a functional (5.4) of r-dimensional

manifolds admit* the s-parameter group (13.1) is that it admit each one of

the s independent infinitesimal transformations of the group. Consequently

with the aid of conditions (8.4) we see that the invariance conditions are

]£[R*,....„...,«<...#¡(Mi, • • • , Mi)
X=l

+ C.,„..,„i...,i(M1, •-• , Mi)], = 0

(ax, ■ • • , cr¡ = 1,2, ■ • • , n;j = 1,2, • • • , s).

In (13.3) the notation [i?(x)-|-S<x>],- is used to denote the fact that

<>>X(t) has been put in the place of X"k) in [i?w+5(M]. With this notation

we can write immediately the necessary and sufficient conditions that a

functional (5.4) of r-dimensional manifolds be an invariant functional at-

tached! to the path curves of each one of the s independent one-parameter

groups defined by the s independent infinitesimal transformations of the

group (13.1).  These conditions are

[Re,,...„....,«¡...,¿Mi, ■ ■ ■ , Mi)]j = 0,

(13.4) [Sai...p,»,....,*k...0k*...;«(■■•«Ai • • • , Mk, • • • , Mi)],= 0

(«i, • • • , cr< = 1,2, •••,«; k,\ = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , i ; j = 1,2, • • • , s).

There is one class of s-parameter groups for which we can affirm the

existence of functional invariants corresponding to conditions (13.3) or to

attached functionals corresponding to conditions (13.4).   This is the case in

* This follows essentially from the familiar reasoning given in Lie's theories of invariant

point functions.

t See §9.
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which the structural constants caßy of the group are all zero* and the number

ä of essential parameters is at most equal to the number « of dimensions.

For such abelian groups, it is always possible* to find a coordinate trans-

formation (x) to (y) such that in the (y) coordinates the s contravariant

vectors ('">X" of the group have the components oW)", where

Oo> = 0 if j ¿¿ co

= 1 if j = co (co = 1,2, • • • , « ; j = 1,2, • • • , s).

Observing therefore the conditions (13.3) and (13.4) in such a canonical

set of coordinates (y) we are enabled to state the following two interesting

theorems.

Theorem 1. There always exist functionals (5.4) of r-dimensional mani-

folds that admit an abelian s-parameter group (s^n) ; and for such a functional

the components of the multiple tensor Ta, ■..,,, ■. .,<»,• • • •»< in the canonical co-

ordinate system (y) are functions of the cogredient differences y*,+1—y*'

(j—I, • ■ • , s — 1 ; k — 1, 2, ■ • ■ , i) and of the coordinates ykl(l = s+1, •••,»;

*-l, 2, ■■■,*).

Theorem 2. There always exist invariant functionals (5.4) that are at-

tached to the path curves of s independent one-parameter groups of an abelian

s-parameter group (s^n). The differential form T(i)Sx of stich a functional,

when expressed in the canonical variables (y), depends only on the variables

y*'(/=s+l, s+2, •••,«; k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , i) and their differentials.

* Such i-parameter groups are called abelian groups.   Cf. Bianchi, Lezioni sulla Teoría dei

Gruppi Continui Finiti di Transformazioni, p. 260.

Princeton University,
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